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Microlocal Reduction of Ordinary Differential
Operators with a Large Parameter
By

Takashi AOKI* and Jun-ichi YOSHIDA**

§ 0.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of [2] and to discuss
exact WKB analysis for differential equations of second order with a large parameter 77 from the view point of the transformation theory of differential operators.
In [2] , it is shown that a WKB solution of the equation

(0.1)
around a simple zero of Q can be transformed to a WKB solution of the Airy
equation with the large parameter
(0.2)

(^-7?2x>U 77) =0,

where Q is a holomorphic function. That is, for the Borel transform <pB(x, y)
and <pB(x, y) of $(jc, 7?) and <p(x, rf) respectively, there exist a local coordinate
x=x(x) and an invertible microdifferential operator T satisfying ^(jc, y)
Taking Borel transformation of (0. 1) and (0. 2), we see that (p B and <pB
satisfy the following partial differential equations :
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and

Hence the above result of [2] suggests that the microdifferential operator

should be divisible by the differential operator
d2

(0.3)

dx2

from the right. In this paper we show that actually there exists an invertible
microdifferential operator S such that

(0.4)

(-j^2

We will determine the symbol of S. From the viewpoint of microdifferential calculus, we can say that (0. 3) is the canonical form of the operators of the form

around a simple zero of Q. Although this fact is well known (cf. [9]), we will
give another proof, emphasizing the aspect of exact WKB analysis of differential
operators. More precisely, we will find S and T which satisfy (0. 4) under a
special condition that T preserves the Borel transformed WKB solutions. At the
same time, we will generalize this reduction to the case where the potential Q is
a pre-Borel summable (see Definition 1. 2) formal power series in 77 -1 :

j=0

Such an operator naturally appears in the study of higher order differential
equations and of monodromy preserving deformation of ordinary differential
equations from the viewpoint of exact WKB analysis.
Another result of [2] is that if (0. 1) has two simple turning points which
are very close each other and connected by a Stokes curve emanating from one
of these turning points, then (0. 2) can be reduced to the "Weber-type" equation. We also generalize this to the case where the potential Q is a pre-Borel
summable formal power series.
In Section 1 we recall some notation. In Sections 2 and 3, we discuss the
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reduction to the Airy equation and to the Weber type equation.
The authors are indebted to Professor Kawai and Professor Takei for useful
discussions.

§ 1. Preliminaries
We first fix notations and terminologies.
Definition 1. 1. Let f(jf)

be a formal power series in 77 of the form
= exp(j>07?)

2

where A runs over A + (a) = {a-t-n n=Q, 1, ...}, a^R.
/B( y) is by definition

fB(y)=

Its Borel transform

£

We also need to consider the Borel transform of a formal series depending on a
holomorphic parameter :
77)=exp(j;o(x)77) I]
where /aOc) and y0(x) are holomorphic on an open set 17 of C. Its Borel transform fB(x, y) is by definition

Definition 1. 2. The formal power series /(x, 77) given above is called preBorel summable on 17 if for any compact set K in U, there exist positive constants AK and CK such that

sup
# /,*
If X^» ^?) is pre-Borel summable, then /g(x, 3;) is a convergent series near y=
"JoC^) f°r each x^ U and it defines a holomorphic function of y near y=
—yQ(x) for each x£ U. If j>0(*) == 0 in addition, f(x, 77) is a symbol in the sense
of [1], [9]. That is, f(x, 77) can be regarded as the total symbol of a microdifferential operator /(x, d/dy).
Let Q(x, 77) be a formal power series in 77 :
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where Qj(j=Q, 1, •••) are holomorphic on an open set in C. We consider the
following ordinary differential equation :

A WKB solution of the equation is by definition a formal solution of the form

S(x, 77) dx) ,

<p (x, 77) = exp( J

where S is a formal power series :

Such an S is uniquely determined once we fix a branch of
In fact, 5 satisfies a Riccati-type equation

)2-772eu 7?) =o
and this reduces to the following recursive relations for S/s :

*

die

—

'

A zero point of 20(*) is called a turning point of the equation. If it is a zero of
order 1, we call it a simple turning point.
Proposition 1. 3» Let Q(x, 77) 6e a pre-Borel summable formal power series
of 7]:

y=0

w/zere Q;( y=0, 1, • • • ) are holomorphic functions on an open set U in C, and to <p
be a WKB solution of the following equation :
(1.1)

-f-J72e(*

If there is no turning point in U, then <p(x, 77) is pre-Borel summable in U.
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This proposition is easily proved in a similar manner as Appendix A. 1 in [2].
Let <pB(x, y) denote the Borel transform of a WKB solution <p(xt 77) to (1. 1).
Then <pB satisfies the following microdifferential equation :

Thus a part of exact WKB analysis can be described by the language of microdifferential calculus.

§ 2. Reduction to the Airy Equation
We consider the following ordinary differential equation :
(2.1)

Here Q is a pre-Borel summable formal power series of 77. We suppose that x=
0 is a simple turning point. We try to reduce Equation (2. 1) to the Airy equation with the large parameter 77 :
dx2

'

We take Borel transform of these equations and we will reduce the microdifferential operator

5'
..

„/-

9 \9*

'«(*£);

to the differential operator
dx2

by some microdifferential operators and a change of variables that preserve
WKB solutions. In order to state our theorem, we recall some notation concerned with microdifferential operators. For a microdifferential operator L, we
denote its total symbol by a(L). To simplify the notation we denote a(-Jj) (resp.
a(-J^-)) by g (resp. 77). Although a total symbol a does not fix a microdifferential
operator uniquely, there is a particular operation called a normal product of a,
which is denoted as : a :, so that the following holds (cf. [1]) :
^_d^_
xl dyj '

Theorem 2.1.

Let Q(x, 77) be a pre-Borel summable formal power series of
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7] on an open neighborhood ofx^Q:

Suppose that QQ(x) has a simple zero at x=0. Then, in a neighborhood ofx^Q,
there exist another holomorphic coordinate x(x) with x(0)=0 and invertible
microdifferential operators S and T of the forms
S=:g' (») i+-

exp(Kx,

T= : g' G0^(l +^2l)~i exp(K*,
for which the following holds :
dx2

-**

d

If ere Jc=g(;c) denotes the inverse function of x—x(x) on a neighborhood of x=0
and r(x, 77) = S/=i r^x)r] ~~j is a symbol of order — 1.
Remark. To see the relation of our result and Proposition 2. 3 of [2] , we
note the following :

We also note that expCrf) is a symbol of order 0 and hence S and Tin Theorem
2. 1 are of order 0.
Let jc=jc(jc) be a holomorphic function satisfying

*ow

V dx

Such a function uniquely exists and satisfies -Jj(O) 7^0 since Q0 has a simple zero
at the origin. Then we find

g" g
2

dx

2

' dydy

(g'dx

2

^

g dx

Here jc=g(x) is the inverse function of x=x(x) on a neighborhood of x=Q and
g , g" denote - f - , -^- respectively. To prove Theorem 2. 1, it is enough to show
the following :
Proposition 2« 2,

Let A and B denote respectively the following

microdiffer-
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ential operators:

.ffere fij(z=l, 2, •••) and g are given as above. Then there exist invertible
microdifferential operators X and Y defined on a neighborhood of (x, y, f, 77) = (0,
0 ; 0 , 1), of the forms
X= : g' (je)

exp(rU
respectively, for which the following holds :

AX= YB.

(2. 2)

Here r(x, 77) = S^ir/x)?? ~; fs a symbol of microdifferential operator of order — 1.
Proof. Let us calculate the total symbols of both members of (2. 2). We
assume that X is written in the form
X= : CU 77)exp(r(x, 77)?) :
with some symbols r and C which are independent of y and f.
further that Y has the form
7- : d(x,

We assume

f, 77)exp(rU 77)10 :,

where C^ does not contain y. Under these assumptions, we will determine r, C
and Cl so that (2. 2) holds. By the composition rule of total symbols of
microdifferential operators, we have
dx

21

<9f 2
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and

Comparing the both right-hand sides, we see that C\ must be independent of
and we have the following system of differential equations for C, C\ and r:
(2.3)

(2. 4)
(2. 5)

1 J
) F+(lV-^(
2(v i +f
dx'dx
^ dx
g vi

+-Jr))c=a
dx''

-r

Equation (2. 4) is rewritten in the form
/ dx 2
g'
dr_

dC=l
dx
2

V

dx

where we set f—x+r. If we suppose that f is given, this equation can be solved
easily :

is a solution. Thus C and Ct can be eliminated in (2. 5) and a single equation
for fis obtained. Using the definition of x—x(jc), we rewrite it in the form

(2. 6)

g

fi,OeV-'=(-|^)V-y{7;

*}•

Here {r; x} denotes the Schwarzian derivative :

df_
dx

We suppose that f has the following form :

We can easily write down in a similar manner as in § A. 2 in [2] the relations
which such xt's should satisfy formally. Denoting dXj/dx etc. by x- etc., we
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have the following :
(2.7.0)
(2. 7. 1)

(2.7. n+2)

— l)Cx 0 )

s
y]

—

x x x +0

(jc)

*,, kt, Kn+2

Here n=Q, 1, 2, •••. If we set XQ^X, then (2. 7. 0) trivially holds, for it is the
same as the definition of x=x(x). Now we can determine holomorphic
functions x y (j'=l, 2, • • • ) inductively from (2. 7.y), since the characteristic
exponent of the differential operator
_d_

is a non-integer —1/2 and the right-hand side of (2. 7. j) (j> 1) is holomorphic
near x—0 at each stage of induction. Hence we have obtained a formal solution
to (2. 3)-(2. 5).
We have to show that those r, C and Cl are actually symbols of microdifferential operators. It suffices to see that r is a symbol. What we need is the
following estimate : Let U be a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin in C
For every compact set K in U, there exists a positive constant M so that
sup JC B (JC)| <n\Mn+l
holds for every «=0, 1, 2, •••.
We note that our construction of x/s looks almost the same as the construction of #/s of § A. 2 in [2]. There are two essentially different points
between those constructions. The first is the appearance of the term Qn+2 in (2.
7. n+2). Here we note that Q= S/=077 ~7'6y is pre-Borel summable by the assumption. The second is the fact that Xi does not vanish identically in our case
while #i = 0 in [2]. Taking them into account, we can make a version-up of the
estimations for g/s in [2] (A. 2. 8. «)). Actually we can prove easily the following :
Lemma 2. 3.

Let p be a sufficiently

small positive number.

There exist
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positive constants L and M for which

\xn(x)\<n\LMn~l£~n

sup
\X\<P-E

and

\xn(x)\<n\LMn~le~n

sup
\X\<p-E

hold for every £<p and for every n=l, 2, • • • .
This lemma implies that r is a symbol. Hence C and Cl are also symbols. Invertibility of the microdifferential operators X and Y is clear since the principal
parts do not vanish near (x, y; f, 77) = (0, 0 ; 0, 1).
Remark.

Let us consider the following second order differential operator :
d2

, ^

N d ,. 2 ^x

N

Here P(JC, 77) and Q(x, 77) are formal power series of 77 -1 . It is well known that
the first-order term can be eliminated easily :
ri)dx)

Thus all the results given so far equally hold for operators with first order terms.

§ 3o Reduction to the Weber Type Equation
Let us consider the equation
(3.1)

where Q is a holomorphic function defined in an open neighborhood U of the
origin 0 of C. It is shown in [2] that if Equation (3. 1) has exactly two turning
points in £7 and they are connected by a Stokes curve (cf. [10]) in U emanating
from one of them, then (3. 1) can be reduced to the following Weber type
equation :
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In this section, we generalize this result to the case where Q is a pre-Borel
summable formal power series in 77 with holomorphic coefficients. As in the
previous section, we take Borel transformation and we state our theorem in the
form of equivalence of microdifferential operators :
Theorem 3. 1. Let Q(jc, 77) be a pre-Borel summable formal power series of
7] defined on an open neighborhood U of the origin O o f C :

Suppose that Q0(x) has exactly two simple zeros pQ and p{ in U, and suppose
further that pQ and pi are connected by a curve F in U defined by
Im f *jQ0(x)dx=Q.
J P»
Then there exist another holomorphic coordinate x=x(x) near the curve F and
microdifferential operators E, S and T of order 0 and of the forms

where x=g(x) is the inverse function ofx=x(x),

r=

and

t f ~\—( * i or\xt Ti) \ 2
/ /•
: g (x) 2 ( ^ H
~
j
exp(r(x,

so that the following holds:
(a)
by

Each Ej is a constant (/=!,

2, •••) and E0 is a real positive constant given

(3.2)
(b)
(c)
(d)

;c(p0) — —I^EQ and .
r(x, 7?) = 2_/=ir7-(x)77 ~; w a symbol of order — 1.
S and T are invertible and satisfy the relation

It is shown in [2] that if £0 is chosen as (3. 2), then there exists a holomorphic
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coordinate x=x(x) on a neighborhood of 7"" so that x(p0) = —2yrE~0, x(pi)

(3.3)

hold. In the coordinates (x, y), we have

d \d2 _ 1 / d2

Now we set

To prove Theorem 3. 1, it suffices to show the following proposition :
Proposition 3.2. Let Q, A, g be as above. Then there exist
operators E, X and Y of order 0 and of the forms

microdifferential

j=0

tr
f f \—f i i Or\x9 71) \ 2
/• /
X= : g w 2 ( ^ H
^—— J
expCK^,

and

respectively, so that the following holds :
(a)
Each Ej is a constant.
(b)
r(x, 77) = S^i^Oc)?? ~j is a symbol of order — 1.
( c)
Let B denote the following microdifferential operator :
2

d2

ancf Y are invertible and satisfy the relation

AX= YB.

(3. 4)
Proof.

We suppose X and Y are written respectively in the form
X= :
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and

Y= : dU

?, 7?)exp(rOc, 7?)|0 :,

with some symbols C, Cl of order 0 and r of order — 1. Similar calculation as
in the proof of Proposition 2. 2 shows that if (3. 4) holds then C, Cl and r
should satisfy the relations

-

7)

We see that (3. 5) and (3. 6) have the same form as (2. 3) and (2. 4), respectively. Hence

satisfies (3. 6), where we set r=x+r. Thus we can eliminate Cand Cl in (3. 7)
and have a single equation for f. We rewrite it by using (3. 3), in the form
(3. 8)
j=0

Here {r; x} denotes the Schwarzian derivative. We suppose that rhas the following form :

Then we can write down in a similar way as in § 3 in [2] the relations which
x/s should satisfy formally :
(3.9.0)

(3-9- 1)
(3. 9. n+2)

Here we denote dXj/dx by jc7 etc. and Rn (n=0, 1, 2, •••) is given by
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Here n=0, 1, 2, — . If we set x0=x, then (2. 7. 0) trivially holds (cf. (3. 3)).
We note that ^n depends only on xf and Et for /=0, ••-, n+l. Equation (3. 9.
7) has a unique holomorphic solution Xj on a common neighborhood of F
provided the constant Ej is chosen appropriately, for we know the following
lemma (see the proof of Lemma 3. 4 in [2]) :
Lemma 3e 30 Let EQ be a positive constant and /c a constant. Let W(p) (p >
0) denote the following compact set :
W(p) = {x^C\

x-s

<p for some s<E [ - 2y%", IifE^ } .

Let w be a holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of FF(p)8
differential equation

Then the

(3.10)
has a unique holomorphic solution on the neighborhood if and only if

(3.11)

«=-

We write (3. 9.j) in the coordinate x=jc 0 (x). Then by Lemma 3.3, we can
determine Xj and Ej successively. Thus we have found a formal solution (r, E=
l[lEj7] ~y') of (3. 8). We have to see that f and I£ are actually symbols. In other
words, we must show that f and E are pre-Borel summable. What we have to
see is the following estimates for Xj's and for Ej's :
( i ) Let U be an open neighborhood of F so that each jc; is holomorphic
on U. For every compact set K in £7, there exists a positive constant M for
which

x n (x)| <n!Mn+l
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holds for every n=Q, 1, 2, • • • .
( ii) There exists a positive constant MI for which

holds for every n^O, 1, 2, •••.
These estimates can be proved in a similar way as in preceding section and
§ A2 of [2]. We only note here the following lemma which is crucial to have
the above estimates :
Lemma 3. 4. Let E0, W(p) and w be as in Lemma 3. 3 and K the constant
given by (3. 11). Let v be the unique holomorphic solution o/(3. 10). Then there
exists a positive constant L so that
v(x)\ <L

sup
xGEfTGo)

su

for every sufficiently
Proof.
(3.12)

sup
x<=W(o

dvGc)

<—
sup
' P

small p.

At first, we remark that the following holds trivially :
/c|<2

sup

wGOI.

We divide W(p) into three subsets : W(p) = / > 0 U D i U A where

and

We set y=x/2+^~E^. The holomorphic solution v is written in the form

y))

^
2 p

Combining this with (3. 12) yields

J 0

(z
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sup
x^D0

v(;c)|<8 sup (2^/TrQ—y)~l

sup

\y\<~

w(x)\.

x^W(p)

Thus we obtain
sup | v(x)\<L{

x<=D0

sup

xSEW(p')

| wC*)l

for some positive constant Lj . Since v satisfies (3. 10), we find
2w-/c

dv

Hence there exists a positive constant L2 such that

dv
<L2
dy

sup
\y\<-r

su

x^W(p)

By the Schwarz lemma, we have
sup

dv

l)H<-f-

2L2
P

sup

;e JPGo)

w(;c)|.

Thus we have the following inequality :
SUP

rfv
<—~dx

sup

w(x)\.

Similar argument as above shows that there exist positive constants L3 and L4
for which
sup v(x)|<L 3 sup

xeD,

x^W(p}

w(;x)|

and
SUp
xeD,

i dv I1 . L 4

! "T"

CPC i

^—
p

| , NI

SU
P
I WWl
xej^Cp)

hold. For the estimations of | v I and | dv/dx in D, we easily see that there exist
positive constants L5 and L6 so that
sup I vu;l<^5

sup

and
sup

;—- sup
P

x^W(p)

\w(x)\.

The former can be proved in a similar manner as above and the latter is trivial
since | y >p/2 in D. The proof of Lemma 3.4 completes if we set L
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=max{Lj 7=1, • • • , 6 } .
Thus we have obtained microdifferential operators X and Y which satisfy
the condition of Proposition 3. 2, for invertibility of those operators is clear.
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